
Solidarity request to Korean Civil Society  

 

Korea has the similar history and bitter experience of military dictatorship as now Burma is suffering and 

Korean may more understand what Burma is going on currently. That is why, I would like to request to 

Korea civil society as follow.;  

1- Korea Government should demand to Burmese Government to release over 500 political 

prisoners who are still remained at Burma’s prisons. Even one political prisoner is much 

under so called civilian government of U Thein Sein.  

2- Korea Government along with the international community, need to have a sense of 

responsibility for watching democratic reforms with great caution and involve greater role at 

Burma’s democratization process  

3- Korea Parliament and progressive democratic parties should invite the members of Burmese 

Parliament to Korea and share their experience and democratic values. Need to coordinate to 

each other  

4- Korea civic organizations should work along with its Burma counterpart to make sure strong 

civil society and good governance which would grantee our future in Burma  

5- Burma needs ODA, other kind of Aid and democracy friendly investments which would 

support political and democratic reforms and which could improve social welfare situation in 

Burma. Korea investment should consider on transparency, accountability, job creation,  

Human rights and labor rights, environmental issue 

6- Korea academic should provide a series of studying books which based on its own experience 

about  democratization and economic development issue, educational reforms, how to 

establish the rule of law, how to overcome transitional period  

7- Korea civil society should provide scholarship, capacity building and Human resources 

development programs,  to not only Burmese Government agencies but also young Burmese    

8-  Korea media should more involve in current Burma’s issue and present to Korean to more 

understand what is going on in Burma  

9- Korea society need to work along with local Burmese activists with collective and strategic 

plans to promote Burma’s democratization process  

 

Nay Tun Naing  
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